MammaCare® Clinical Breast Exam (CBE) Simulator-Trainer
Breast cancer screening by physical examination is widely performed but the
common practice of CBE is deficient and erratic leading to more advanced cancers
than necessary.1 MammaCare® scientists and engineers in cooperation with Mayo
Clinic colleagues responded to this critical health care need with a new, intelligent
palpation training technology that teaches and measures breast examination skills.
MammaCare’s CBE simulator is a compact, self-administered, palpation-training
platform that emulates the recognized quality-standard examination protocols.
Named the P.A.D, for Palpation Training and Assessment Device, a patented sensor
array “observes” and builds CBE essential performance skills through a series of
training modules presented and controlled by a laptop computer. As pictured below
in fig 1, clinician’s fingers examine tactually accurate breast models as the CBE
simulator program captures and monitors performance on the computer.
The simulator/trainer advances the clinician’s sensitivity and specificity with
progressively more complex MammaCare breast models that are placed on its
surface. A digital “clinical instructor” guides the learner through training modules,
assessing progress and providing corrective feedback. In operation, palpation of the
breast models is detected by highly sensitive tactile transducers, received by digital
signal processors, and interpreted by a software program that directs the practice
and performance sequences.
The simulator’s tactile transducers locate and register every palpation at over 1000
levels of examination pressure in each square centimeter of breast tissue within
3mm of spatial resolution. The instructional software modules log and interpret the
sensitivity and specificity of the trainee’s performance as they shape and confirm
palpation and search skills. An installed ftp link enables examination performance
data to be transmitted for analysis of CBE proficiency and skill certification.

. fig 1
The entire repertoire of essential examination skills including breast lesion
detection, tissue coverage, search pattern completeness, and performance of the
required range of palpation pressures is produced and recorded by the CBE
simulator/trainer.

By quantifying human breast examination performance, we can conclude whether
clinicians have (or have not) achieved required levels of breast palpation skill. Once
the simulator/trainer confirms that foundation skills have been achieved, practice in
vivo on patients or surrogates is vital to build further confidence and competence.
The MammaCare CBE simulator/trainer is the only known self-administered
technology that quantifies and confirms acquisition of standardized breast
examination palpation skills. The protocols embedded in the simulator/trainer’s
programs are acknowledged as the standards for clinical breast examination
performance. 2
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